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Abstract

We present the SageMath package rec sequences which provides methods to compute

with sequences satisfying linear recurrences. The package can be used to show inequalities

of C-finite sequences, i.e., sequences satisfying a linear recurrence relation with constant

coefficients. Furthermore, it provides functionality to compute in the C
2-finite sequence

ring, i.e., to compute closure properties of sequences satisfying a linear recurrence with

C-finite coefficients.

1 Introduction

Sequences satisfying a linear recurrence with constant or polynomial coefficients arise in many
combinatorial examples and as coefficient sequences of many special functions [5]. These se-
quences are called C-finite or D-finite, respectively. Recently, a generalization of these has been
investigated: A sequence is called C2-finite if it satisfies a linear recurrence with C-finite co-
efficients whose leading coefficient has no zero terms. As in the classical case of C-finite and
D-finite sequences, these C2-finite sequences form a difference ring. They satisfy additional
closure properties such as taking subsequences or partial sums [3, 2].

The package rec sequences provides an implementation of these closure properties for C2-
finite sequences. The computations for C2-finite sequences are reduced to solving linear systems
over the C-finite sequence ring. Arithmetic operations of C-finite sequences can then be effi-
ciently performed using the ore algebra package [4]. The main difference of C2-finite sequences
compared to the classically studied sequences is the presence of zero divisors in the coefficients
of the recurrence and therefore in the linear systems. To compute with these zero divisors, the
zero terms of these sequences have to be known. We implement algorithms presented in [6, 9]
which can find these zeros in many cases. In general, however, it is not known whether one
can decide if a C-finite sequence contains a zero term [8]. The implemented algorithms can,
however, in many cases be used to show inequalities, non-negativity or positivity of C-finite se-
quences. To our knowledge our package provides the most powerful implementation for showing
C-finite inequalities and the only one which provides methods to work with C2-finite sequences.
The only other packages known to us for proving inequalities are Mathematica and SageMath
implementations of the general Gerhold-Kauers method. These implementations, however, do
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not provide any special procedures for C-finite sequences and are therefore much more limited
regarding C-finite inequalities (see [7] and references therein).

The source code, more detailed instructions for the installation and extensive documentation
can be obtained from GitHub1. For a standard SageMath installation, the package can be
installed using

sage --pip install git+https://github.com/PhilippNuspl/rec sequences.git

This will also automatically install the ore algebra package. For proving inequalities, the
optional package QEPCAD is needed [1]. It can be installed using sage -i qepcad.

2 C-finite sequences

After the installation of the package it can be loaded in any SageMath session. A C-finite
sequence ring over a field of characteristic zero K can be created by CFiniteSequenceRing(K).
A sequence in this ring C can now be defined by a list of the coefficients of the recurrence and
initial values:

C([γ0, . . . , γr], [c0, . . . , cr−1]) ↔

{

γ0c(n) + · · ·+ γrc(n+ r) = 0,

c(0) = c0, . . . , c(r − 1) = cr−1.

Alternatively, a symbolic expression in one variable or a list of initial terms can be used to define
a C-finite sequence. In both cases guessing is used to find a recurrence.

sage: from rec_sequences.CFiniteSequenceRing import *

sage: C = CFiniteSequenceRing(QQ)

sage: fib = C([1,1,-1], [0,1], name="f") # Fibonacci numbers

sage: var("n");

sage: exp2 = C(2^n)

sage: alt = C(10*[1 , -1])

sage: alt

C-finite sequence a(n): (1)*a(n) + (1)*a(n+1) = 0 and a(0)=1

Terms of a C-finite sequence can be obtained in the same way that elements of lists in Python
are obtained.

sage: exp2[3], fib [:10]

(8, [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34])

Closure properties of C-finite sequences are computed using the ore algebra package [4]. These
include difference ring operations (using +, * and shift), partial sums (using sum), Cauchy
product (using cauchy), interlacing (using interlace) and subsequences (using subsequence).
The equality of two C-finite sequences is proven by checking enough initial values.

sage: fib.sum()==fib.shift (2) -1

True

Furthermore, one can obtain the recurrence coefficients and the initial values of a C-finite se-
quence (using coefficients and initial values, respectively) or compute the closed form:

sage: (fib^2-fib.shift ()*fib.shift (-1)).closed_form () # Cassini identity

-(-1)^n

Several algorithms to show inequalities of sequences are implemented. These include methods
from [6, 9].

1https://github.com/PhilippNuspl/rec_sequences
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sage: fib < exp2 , 10 > fib , alt >= -1

(True , False , True)

More information on any of the methods can be obtained using ?, e.g. fib.interlace?.

3 C
2-finite sequences

Analogous to C-finite sequences, C2-finite sequences can again be defined by the coefficients of
the recurrence and initial values. It is assumed, but not checked, that the leading coefficient
does not contain any zero terms. In many cases, the method has no zeros can be used to verify
whether a sequence has a zero.

sage: from rec_sequences.C2FiniteSequenceRing import *

sage: C2 = C2FiniteSequenceRing(QQ)

sage: fib.shift ().has_no_zeros ()

True

sage: fibonorial = C2([fib.shift (), -1], [1])

sage: fibonorial # A003266 , fibonorial[n]== prod(fib[k] for k in range(1,n+1))

C^2-finite sequence of order 1 and degree 2 with coefficients:

> c0 (n) : C-finite sequence c0(n): (1)*c0(n) + (1)*c0(n+1) + (-1)*c0(n+2) = 0

and c0(0)=1 , c0(1)=1

> c1 (n) : C-finite sequence c1(n)=-1

and initial values a(0)=1

sage: fibonorial [:10]

[1, 1, 1, 2, 6, 30, 240, 3120, 65520 , 2227680]

If a sequence c(n) is C-finite, then the sparse subsequence c(n2) is C2-finite and we can
compute the C-finite coefficients of the recurrence [2]:

sage: sparse_fib = fib.sparse_subsequence(C2) # A054783

sage: sparse_fib [:10] == [fib[n^2] for n in range (10)]

True

sage: coeffs = [-fib.subsequence (2, 3), -fib.subsequence (4, 4),

....: fib.subsequence (2, 1)]

sage: sparse_fib.coefficients () == coeffs

True

The set of C2-finite sequences is a ring. The ring operations can be performed in the same
way as for C-finite sequences. The following example computes a recurrence for the sequence
presented in [2, Example 4.3]:

sage: a = C2([alt , exp2 , -1], [1, 1])

sage: b = C2([1, exp2 , alt], [1, 1])

sage: g = a+b

sage: g[:100] == [an+bn for an , bn in zip(a[:100] , b[:100])]

True

Other closure properties can again be computed using the same syntax as for C-finite se-

quences. For instance, we can compute a recurrence for
∑⌊n/3⌋

k=0
f((2k + 1)2) [2, Example 5.1]:

sage: h = fib.sparse_subsequence(C2).subsequence (2,1).sum().multiple (3)

sage: h.order (), h.degree (), h.leading_coefficient ().order ()

(9, 90, 84)

sage: 0 not in h.leading_coefficient ()

True

A different recurrence with much shorter coefficients can be attained by computing the C2-
finite subsequence f(4n2 + 4n+ 1) directly instead of computing a subsequence f((2n+ 1)2) of
the C2-finite sequence f(n2):
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sage: h2 = fib.sparse_subsequence(C2 , 4, 4, 1).sum().multiple (3)

sage: h2.order (), h2.degree (), h2.leading_coefficient ().order ()

(9, 12, 6)
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